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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you Mr chairmanGood afternoon dear ladies and gentlemen,I am the director and member of the board of the Netherlands Food and Consumer Product Safety Authority, in short Dutch Food Safety Authority.I feel honoured and privileged to be present at the 6th edition of the Global Convention for Food Business & Industry and for the invitation from the  Federation of Indian Chamber of Commerce and Industry to make a presentation.I am even more exited to give you a brief view on the Dutch approach of building bridges between enforcement and compliance in food safetyThe Dutch Food Safety Authority is after a 4-year merging process currently the only inspection service within the Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and Innovation.The Dutch Food Safety Authority is responsible for inspection in a number of domains: Food safety, Veterinary and Plant Health issues and Product safety.In the next presentation I will try to explain to you the principles of the approach the Dutch Food Safety Authority is currently pursuing in enforcement and compliance on the rules and regulations in the mentioned  domains. Though the domains are very different on its contents, they do have one thing in common for our authority, namely inspection.
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KNOWLEDGE & 
EXPERTISE

RISK 
ASSESMENT

RISK

COMMUNICATION

ENFORCEMENT

Mission
The NVWA safeguards
- health of animals and plants, 
- animal welfare
- and the safety of food and 
consumer products.

Employees: 2400
Budget: € 248 mio
(70 % governmentb)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is our mission statement on our responsibilities.Presented here as well is the enforcement triangle indicating the main factors in supporting our mission on inspection.Budget: 100 mio ELI, 71 mio VWS, 65 mio external



Our enforcement strategy
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Departure point
1. Aimed at the private sector in the interest of consumer safety 
2. Voluntarily compliance of bonafide companies
3. Private sector and consumer assume responsibility
4. Confidence, unless….
5. Soft approach where possible, tough approach when needed

The NVWA is:
• Risk oriented
• Knowledge oriented
• Cooperative
• Influential

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I would like to focus first on the issue of the enforcement as a part of inspection and then come back on the issue of compliance in relation to inspection.Officially enforcement is the consequence of maintaining legislation and rules agreed and approved at national level. For the situation in the Netherlands, as a Member State, the decisions on legal acts are made in Brussels and consequently implemented in national legislation. For India the situation is not much different with their structure of a federal government and the regional governments.Here you see our departure point in the enforcement strategy. Aimed at the private sector in the interest of consumer safetyVoluntarily compliance of bonafid companiesPrivate sector and consumer assume responsibilityConfidence, unless..Soft approach where possible, tough approach when neededWhat do we do as a NVWA?We are:Risk orientedKnowledge orientedCooperativeInfluential



A new approach, why?

Politics:
• Smaller public bodies
• Maintain the level of safety
• High trust versus high penalty

Private sector:
• Less inspection, maintain quality 
• Deal with the bad apples in the 

sector

Society:
• Maintain the level 

of safety
• Effective modern 

public bodies

Chances:
• High Technology
• IT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Worldwide many governmental inspection authorities are facing a reduction of their operational budget and face more and more pressure from trade to make inspection as short as possible and as cheap as possible. The reduction of the operational budget cannot be compensated with higher inspection fees, let alone the expansion of the inspection capacity. In the countries of the European Union this is becoming more and more problematical and raises the question how can we still enforce through inspection activities and maintain a the level of guarantee without increasing the number of officials needed.So we need a new approach. The reasons are many fold.Politics has its influence: Smaller budget, but still maintain  a safety level, high trust  versus high penaltySociety wants to maintain a level of food safety and an effective public bodyThe private sector wants less inspection, but to maintain quality and deal with the bad applesThere are chances with high technology and IT



Risk assessment
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• International standards for risk analysis are used for introduction of 
new and emerging diseases of pests

• International limits are set by international recognised 
organsiations

• Risk assessment and management is not a sole governmental 
responsibility anymore

• The private sector has developed many certification schemes with 
standards for food safety and good practices

• The public demands good product management from the private 
sector and retail as well 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The answer to that is making use of the tool of Risk assessment. This tool is not unknown and has already a long lasting history in the evaluation of the risk of new and emerging diseases and pests in the veterinary and phytosanitary world. The World Animal Health Organization, OIE, and the International Plant Protection Convention, IPPC, is setting the international standards for the risk analysis.Codex Alimentarius as an international standard setting organization is doing the same with the use of a number of diets and setting the tolerance levels for residue of pesticides, mycotoxins, heavy metals and many more.The final responsibility is still with the Food Safety Authority, but compliance and enforcement is done together with the private sector.On top of that the public awareness on food safety and quality is growing in demand and is an important factor for the private sector to take into account.
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International standard setting organisations
Food safety

Codex Alimentarius setting Maximum Residue Limits
International standards on food safety ISO 22000
ISO 17025 for laboratories
ISO 17020 for inspection services 
Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point (HACCP)

Phytosanitary standards
International Plant Protection Convention
ISO 17025 for laboratories
ISO 17020 for inspection services 

Veterinary standards
Organisation International Evertebrates
ISO 17025 for laboratories
ISO 17020 for inspection services 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For Food Safety the ISO standard 22000 is since 2005 leading on a quality system for food safety. And there are many more to mention as you can see on the slide.The above indicated standard setting organisations are the basis for the harmonisation process between governmental institutions and for the private sector as well.What currently is being developed in the European Union is that the set of rules and regulations are being put together for the veterinary, plant health and seed legislation. Within this process of new legislation the tool of risk assessment is being emphasized but not just on the possible problem that might be introduced or emerge, but also the issue of country of origin, importing or exporting company is taken into account.With the result of this process each Member State can do its own risk assessment and judge where the focus of inspection shouold be, that is at the highest level of risk. 



Governmental versus private sector 
responsibility
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Private certification systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But does that mean that the governmental inspection service has to do all the work. Is it possible to guarantee the same level of responsibility without actually doing it yourself as an inspection service. Within the Netherlands we believe this is possible, but there are a number of conditions to be met.First of all, the national inspection service needs to be connected to the certification schemes demanded by the retailers. Quality systems are more and more implemented in the production system, for instance based on GlobalGap or ISO standards. On the slide a number of certifying institutions are shown.In the Netherlands there is a discussion within our authority to have our own governmental qualitylabel, as a public guarantee. This underlines the edited value of our inspection to the product for export and domestic trade. The buyers are sure to gain a safe and good product.
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China example on product safety

Closed supervision chain

• Equal approach of inspection
• Confidence in each other’s system
• Harmonised inspection methods
• Same risk based approach
• Exchange of information at government-level
• IT-use for exchange of data
• Peer review and audit system at both sides 
• Transparancy in each other’s system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The aforementioned examples are arranged at national level, what is possible at an international level?I would like to give you an example in the field of product safety that we are developing at the moment with China.Together with China we are working on a so-called “closed supervision chain”. That means that we would like to have full confidence in the export inspection in China and that saves the inspection moment in the Netherlands (read also European Union).The conditions are:Fully harmonised inspection methods and the same risk based approach as indicated above.Exchange of information between governmental inspection services on the consignments sent and if they have been physically inspected. Not just in cases of a notification of non-conformity, but as a regular stream of information in order to have a good control on the system at both sides.A regular check of each other’s system by means of a peer review or audit.   Looking at the conditions with China, one word pops into my mind and that is transparency and the will to safeguard the products on both sides. If this will be successful there would be a breakthrough in the international trade and harmonisation of the regulations and approaches between countries.
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Compliance approach

Conditions

•Presence of a quality system in the product chain
•Risk based inspection system, country and company orientation
•Access to data of companies a solution and a problem
•Information communication on trade requirements
•Communication with sector representative organisation
•Communication with the consumer
•Consumer is also reporting to inspection service (Twitter, Facebook)

•Action plan India-Netherlands

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This Chinese example bridges me to the issue of compliance management we are developing at the moment in the Netherlands. Already a number of elements are mentioned to ensure compliance with the rules and regulations for the trade of products. The implementation of quality systems and promote traceability in the product chain. The development of a risk based inspection system, not just for countries of origin, but also internally with trade companies.What is essential in the approach of compliance management, is the access to the right information on the requirements for the products to be exported. In these modern times Internet gives access to an enormous amount of information and that is at the same time the solution and the problem. We as the Dutch Food Safety Authority are developing a communication plan with correct requirement information of the products to be traded for the different target groups and product sectors. With regular organised contact with the players in the product chain the awareness on the product requirements will grow and easier to be implemented. This will ensure enforcement through compliance management and keeps the inspection service in control and maintains the level of guarantee required as a governmental authority.The importance of development of the supply chain including the cool chain is a topic in the actionplan between the dutch and indian government, which is signed in may this year.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risk based inspection, worldwide harmonisation of regulations and rules, transparency at governmental level and public level, exchange of data and certified control systems are the main factors in maintaining the governmental responsibilities (guarantee) with our inspection as an added value to the product.I believe that this is possible and already the approach is being adopted at European level.As a governmental authority need to do this together, together with the producer, the exporter and importer and in cooperation with other country’s like india.Actually, tomorrow I’ll be signing an Memorandum of understanding with the Indian Food Safety Authority (FSSAI) for a 5 year cooperation.The containing elements are sharing information, working on standardisation of control systems, exchange knowledge and experience.We in the Netherlands and the  European Union have a challenge, you have possibly a bigger challenge in India. A good signal is this recent article in an Indian news paper on the harmonisation of the food safety standards, spoken by our chairman last week. We are willing to assist you in this process as the biggest trader of agricultural products in the world we have a big experience in inspection to offer.Thank you very much for your attention.
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Thank you for your attention

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you very much for your attention.
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